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Information security concepts focusing on digital products/services (1 meeting)
The information security threats to mobile apps and digital services (1 meeting)
Authentication mechanisms (2 meeting)
Session management – mechanisms, risks and mitigation techniques (1 meeting)
  - XSRF attacks and mitigations (0.5 meeting)
Cloud Single Sign-On (SSO) and SAML (1 meeting)
Authorization and access control mechanisms (2 meeting)
Securing the product/service infrastructure (1 meeting)
Injection attacks and mitigations (1 meeting)
XSS attacks and mitigations (1 meeting)
Error Handling (0.5 meeting)

Digital products and services are usually composed from a mobile app, a web server application running on a cloud infrastructure. As a result, these digital systems are facing unique information security threats, at the network layer, at the infrastructure layer, and at the application layer (client-side and server-side). In the course we will discuss these threats and how to secure these systems by implementing security mechanisms and security best practices.

We will learn how to secure the infrastructure used to run the digital products and services, and how to secure the application layer both on the client-side (i.e. the mobile app) and on the server-side (i.e. the API based (web) application) by implementing authentication, session-management, and authorization. In addition, we will discuss application layer vulnerabilities (e.g. insufficient input validation) and related attacks (e.g. injection attacks and XSS), and will learn how to prevent them by implementing secure coding best practices.
In the course we will learn:

- The information security threats to digital products and services
- Authentication & Session Management
  - Mobile and Web application authentication
  - Mobile and Web application session management
    - CSRF attack and mitigations
  - Web Single Sign-On (SSO) and SAML
- Authorization & Access Control
  - Access Control fundamentals
    - The least privileges principle and how it should affect application architecture
    - Distributed access control for service-based architecture
  - Android access control mechanisms
    - Android file system security and vulnerabilities
    - Android System Resources Access Control model
      - Activity Permissions & Activity Hijacking
      - Service exported attribute & Intent spoofing
      - Service permissions & Service Hijacking
      - Content Providers Permissions & Related attacks
- Injection attacks
  - SQL Injection and related evasion techniques,
  - OS/LDAP/XPath and other injection attacks,
Since the course is covering many topics and there is no text book, the presentations are very detailed and cover all the subjects discussed in the course in detail.

A list of recommended books, academic papers and other web resources for extended reading will be published on the course web-site.